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License Plate Recognition Algorithm Based on Convolutional Neural Network
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Abstract: In order to improve the problem of unequal suspension positions in the traditional license
plate recognition system, this paper introduces the convolutional neural network algorithm into the
license plate recognition system, and conducts a series of tests and corrections to meet the current
license plate recognition system. This paper proposes for the first time that the flood filling algorithm
is applied to the preprocessing of the license plate image, the recognized contour is divided into
regions, and then the license plate inclination angle is offset, and rough positioning and cutting are
performed to make the vehicle shot from the side The picture can also fully identify the license plate,
and finally judge according to the aspect ratio of the license plate and the standard aspect ratio, and get
whether the recognized license plate is. The experimental results show that the model utilizes the
advantages of convolutional neural network so that the model can recognize classification features
more accurately.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ince the 1980s, many well-known researchers
around the world have done comprehensive

research on the module of the license plate recognition
system. However, in the actual license plate recognition
system, various conditions will be encountered,
including the complexity of the environment, changes
in illumination, hanging position, and defacement or
destruction of license plate characters. These factors
make image processing very difficult and also reduce
the accuracy of the algorithm. And the recognition
algorithm should be complete and adaptable. When a
new license plate pattern appears, the algorithm should
be able to make certain improvements to the original
license plate recognition pattern to adapt to the new
pattern faster. In order to solve the problem of blurred
images, the current method adopted is to take the
initiative to perform certain processing from the quality
of the image, so that it can save calculations and reduce
unnecessary problems in the subsequent processing.
However, the computational cost of this method is

relatively high, and its application field is narrowed,
and it cannot be widely used. Among the different
recognition algorithms, the neural network stands out.
Because the neural network has an accurate recognition
rate and can eliminate the impact of various improper
conditions on recognition. It is the best quality
recognition algorithm at this stage. In order to better
deal with and solve the problem of insufficient accuracy
of license plate recognition, this paper introduces a
convolutional neural network.

II. RELATED WORK

According to related research, there are the following
3 classic license plate recognition algorithms.

⑴ Recognition algorithm for structural feature
extraction [1]. This method builds a feature library
based on the structural features of the license plate, and
extracts a certain amount of specific features from the
input license plate image according to the feature, and
then combines the extracted features with the feature
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library The comparison is made in the corresponding
mode. Due to different factors, the recognition accuracy
is affected by different light and shooting cheapness,
and the robustness is not high. In order to eliminate
different effects, a large number of tests and risk
avoidance are required. It is easy to produce while
increasing the amount of work. Unnecessary errors, low
anti-interference ability and high cost.

⑵ The recognition algorithm of template matching [2].
This method obtains various templates of license plate
characters in advance, performs corresponding template
matching one by one according to the characters in the
recognized license plate, and uses certain calculation
methods to calculate the accuracy of the matching, but
based on the influence There are many modules, and
various templates may not be very comprehensive,
which will easily cause code redundancy, and for some
similar characters and numbers, it will largely cause
fuzzy matching, which is easy to be inaccurate and has
low anti-interference ability.

⑶ The recognition algorithm based on machine
learning also plays an indispensable role in the issuance
process of license plate recognition at this stage. It is
also a method. For example, the SVM algorithm [3] is a
class classifier, which is defined as a hyperplane that
can separate different types of samples in the same
space. In addition to SVM, there are decision trees,
Bayes, etc. After the model training is completed,
characters are input for test training. This process
requires extraction and training of a large number of
license plates, which requires a large amount of
engineering and high cost.

Due to the above-mentioned structural feature
extraction, template matching and machine learning-
based methods each have their own shortcomings, some
are not robust, and some need to extract complex
license plate features, which are highly dependent on
experience. In order to improve these problems and
further improve the recognition accuracy, the use of
convolutional neural network model for license plate
character recognition can get a better recognition effect.

Convolutional neural network is a multi-layer non-
fully connected neural network, which mainly includes
a convolutional layer, a pooling layer, and a fully
connected layer. It is mainly used for image recognition
tasks because the network can omit the complex pre-
processing process in the early stage. It can directly
calculate the original unprocessed picture, which can be
used in a wider application context.

III. LICENSE PLATE PREPROCESSING

In the process of this project, a series of character-
cutting license plate recognition algorithms were
queried, and finally, the algorithm based on
convolutional neural network was prepared for
recognition. However, before entering the final license
plate character recognizer, you need to sort out all the
license plate character sets through the license plate
location. Only when all the license plate positions in the
data set are marked, can the picture be completed faster
in the next training Positioning and cutting.

In order to cut the license plate area from the picture
from the collected vehicle picture data set. However,
because training license plate recognition requires a lot
of data, you need to manually mark the license plate.
Here, the coordinates of the license plate have been
marked in the data set. By intercepting the picture and
calculating the compression ratio, the size of the license
plate cut out of all license plate pictures is uniform,
regardless of the license plate shot. The orientation,
angle, and degree of blur are all input pictures taken
according to the ratio of height 40 and width 250. After
intercepting 3w images in the data set, complete the
extraction of positive samples, and save the negative
samples (original images) directly in the relevant file to
obtain the byte classifier. Set the number of positive
samples to be trained to 3000, and negative The number
of sample training is set to 2000, the number of training
classifier levels is adjusted to 12, the cache size is
adjusted to 1024, the image training height is 40, the
width 250, the maximum number of weak classifiers in
each level is 200, which affects each The threshold of
each strong classifier is 0.990.

After the training is completed, the generated xml
file will be used, and the generated file will be used as
the core training cascade classifier data of the
subsequent code, which is used to locate the license
plate.
In the license plate recognition system, the color picture
has three channels of RGB color, but the input is too
complicated for the convolutional neural network. In
addition, the car license plate image is susceptible to
various factors, such as noise due to camera equipment
problems, and the vehicle being eroded by sand,
raindrops, and mud, which make the rough positioning
of the image inaccurate. Therefore, the picture is
Gaussian denoising first to reduce the signal-to-noise
ratio, and after general denoising is used to remove
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most of the noise influence, the picture is then gray
scaled. The effect is shown in Figure 1.
Then use the classifier trained in the previous stage to
classify and search, and locate the approximate position
of the license plate according to a certain coordinate.

Fig. 1. License plate image after grayscale processing

However, if the position of the license plate cannot
be determined, the correct position of the license plate
in the picture cannot be guaranteed, and the subsequent
process will not proceed normally. Therefore, when the
vehicle photo is input into the system, the tilt angle of
the input image must be checked. This article uses an
algorithm based on the direction field to detect the tilt
angle of the license plate.

The input of the neural network is preferably a
horizontal rectangular license plate picture. However,
due to the parking angle of the license plate, the
hanging position of the license plate, improper driving
and the shooting angle of the digital camera, the image
of the license plate is tilted. Figure 2 shows all the
license plate tilt modes.

(a)No Tilt mode (b) Tilt mode
Fig. 2. Rectangular image tilt mode (license plate)

The license plate tilt has the tilt angle of the horizontal
edge and the tilt angle of the numerical edge. When the
two parameters are determined, the license plate can be
roughly positioned, and the license plate perspective
positioning is used to calculate the perspective

transformation matrix to calculate the four coordinates
of the source point.

For most license plates, the background color of the
license plate is blue. According to this feature, the blue
part is separated, the blue part is changed to white
through the program, and the rest is changed to another
designated color (black). Using binarization to change
the background color of the license plate makes it
possible to better perform precise positioning, locate the
position of the license plate, and find the outline
boundary.

In order to improve the recognition of the license
plate location and the accuracy of the intercepted
license plate location, we add the flood filling [4]
algorithm to this Module. The algorithm first sets the
target seed point and records the color of the point in a
variable. Use this Variable query whether its adjacent
variables are equal (whether the color values are the
same), if the values are not the same, change the
adjacent color value to the seed color value. When part
of the connection points is checked, the system detects
other connection points and performs marking
processing until it reaches the boundary of the detection
area.

This method allows to mark the connected
components of the specified color on the original basis,
or to set up a mask to extract its outline. Another
method is to copy and transfer the area to another
specified image, and it will not belong to the license
plate part. The image is excluded in order to obtain a
complete license plate. The formula when the pixel at a
certain point is considered to belong to the area that
needs to be redrawn as shown in Eq. (1)

(1)

The final effect of the flood filling [4] algorithm is
shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Flood fill algorithm
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IV. LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION

A. Recognition Process
The license plate character recognition system

proposed in the article is mainly composed of two parts.
One is to input the training image, preprocess it, build a
CNN classification model based on the preprocess
output result and conduct training. The second is
identification verification and obtaining identification
results. The process is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. License plate recognition method process

B. License plate recognition model ReNet
For the LeNet-5 network, it has a high recognition

rate in recognizing handwritten digital characters. The
license plate character design studied in the article
consists of 31 Chinese characters, 24 alphabetic
characters and 10 numeric characters. This article
improves LeNet-5 to get the network model ReNet,
which has two main improvements to LeNet-5.
1. Simplify the LeNet-5 network structure. Keep the
convolutional layer, the pooling layer and the F5 layer,
and remove the F6 layer of the fully connected layer.
Taking into account that digital characters have more
indirect characteristics in terms of shape and structure,
and at the same time, the differences in individual
aspects of characters belonging to a category are
smaller, and the LeNet-5 network structure is simplified
to ensure the model recognition time and effectiveness.
2. Add cascaded convolutional network layer. Using the
C1 layer convolution kernel 3*3 and the C2 layer
convolution 3*3 to form a cascaded convolution, the
effect is equivalent to a 5*5 convolution layer, but the

number of parameters is relatively reduced. The overall
model structure of the improved ReNet is shown in
Table 1

TABLE I. DETAILED STRUCTURE OF THE RENET MODEL

Type Channel Output size Filter size Activation
Data -- 20*20 -- --

Conv1 32 18*18 3*3 Relu

Conv2 64 16*16 3*3 Relu

Maxpool1 64 8*8 2*2 --

Conv3 128 6*6 3*3 Relu

Maxpool2 128 3*3 2*2 --

Flatten 1152 1024 -- --

Dense1 1024 1024 -- Relu

Dense2 65 65 -- SoftMax

V. RESULT

In this experiment, the BatchSize is set to 100, the
learning rate is set to 1e-3, and the learning rate
adjustment function
n is used to adjust the learning rate to 80% of the
original every 20 iterations, and the license plate
character image is learned every iteration The quantity
is 25500 sheets. For each BatchSize, the number of
iterations required is 1000. According to the
experimental results, it is found that when the
BatchSize is too small, the entire model will not be able
to fully learn the characteristics of the license plate
characters, which will reduce the overall recognition
efficiency of the model. If the BatchSize is set too high,
the recognition efficiency cannot be improved, and the
overall model recognition time will also be prolonged.
Finally, after verification, the BatchSize is set to 100,
and it is found that the character features can be learned
well, so that the objective function can converge.

In order to verify the performance of ReNet, this
paper compares several methods of template matching,
BP neural network and traditional LeNet_5 network,
and conducts control experiments on the same character
set. The specific experimental results are shown in
Table 2.
It can be seen from Table 2 that compared with the
traditional template matching and BP neural network
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methods, the license plate recognition model ReNet
proposed in this paper has obvious advantages in
recognition rate and eliminates the complex
preprocessing and feature extraction processes in the
early stage. The speed is also slightly higher than the
previous two traditional methods; and compared with
the traditional LeNet-5 model, the ReNet model in this
paper can achieve similar results in recognition rate, but
the recognition rate is slightly higher than the former.
The input of the network model in this paper adopts the
20*20 size which is more in line with the original ratio
of the license plate characters, instead of the 32*32 size
of the former, and the F6 layer of the former is omitted,
making the network easier to train. And because the
input image size has become half of the former and the
F6 layer is omitted, the recognition speed is also higher
than the former.

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF RECOGNITION RATES OF SEVERAL
METHODS

Methods Number
accuracy

letter
accuracy

Chinese
character
accuracy

Template matching
[2]

90.7% 89.4% 81.2%

BP neural network
[6]

95.8% 95.3% 93,1%

Traditional LeNet-
5[5]

98.9% 98.4% 97.8%

ReNet 98.7% 98.6% 98.1%

Recognition test for this algorithm, using nearly 3w
license plate images, 85% of the data as the training set,
15% of the data as the verification set, the final
recognition rate can reach 97.8%, and the use of flood-
filled image segmentation algorithm for pre-processing
Processing can increase the accuracy by 0.5%. The final
recognition effect is shown in Figure 5 below

Fig. 5. License plate recognition effect

This topic only recognizes the common seven-digit
license plate images, and the data set does not collect

eight or nine-digit license plates and double-row license
plates. The algorithm can be improved to adapt to these
license plate types. In addition, the distribution of license plate data in
various provinces is seriously unbalanced, and subsequent plans are
to expand the data set through data enhancement technology for in-
depth intensive training, and continuously improve the network
generalization ability.

VI. CONCLUSION

The results of this experiment show that by using the
flood filling[4] algorithm to preprocess vehicle images,
the convolutional neural network eliminates many
factors that may affect the effect in the first step of
recognizing license plates, making the program more
intentional than before. With the robustness and better
real-time performance, the improved ReNet network
model based on LeNet-5 is used to further improve the
accuracy. In the following process, the algorithm will
be further optimized to make the algorithm more
rigorous and more precise. High precision.
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